
MA20219 Analysis 2B

Lecturer: Mark Opmeer

2019-2020

In this unit we will consider differentiation of functions Rn → Rm (or more generally: functions
between normed spaces) and differentiation and integration of functions C→ C.

The exam:

The exam will (as is usual for second year maths exams) consist of Section A (40%) with compulsory
questions and Section B (60%) where you pick 2 out of 3 questions.
Exam questions will be similar to Problem Sheet questions. There will not be any “regurgitation”
questions on the exam: I will not ask for proofs or definitions straight from the lecture notes. (This
is different from 2018-19 where I did ask for one proof straight from the lecture notes.)

Resources available:

Lecture notes A pdf file with detailed lecture notes is available on the module website. Each
chapter in those lecture notes corresponds to a lecture. There are also two appendices: Appendix
A contains background material covered in Analysis 2A for reference; Appendix B contains some
proofs which will not be covered (even in outline) in the lectures (and which are not needed in any
way for the exam).

Lectures In the lectures (on Monday and Tuesday) I will introduce the relevant concepts and results
needed to solve to problem sheet questions. The philosophy behind the lectures is as follows:

(a) What is the underlying idea? (perhaps with a picture, or a simple verbal explanation)

(b) What is the relevant theorem? (understanding the role of hypotheses and conclusions)

(c) Why are the hypotheses needed? (what goes wrong otherwise, counter-examples and so on)

(d) How is it proved? (with emphasis on ideas and intuition)

The emphasis will be more on ideas and less on technicalities. If you wish to see them, the technical
details are in the pdf lecture notes.

Videos The module website contains a link to a moodle page where short videos (5 to 10 minutes)
are available; one for each chapter in the lecture notes (and therefore one corresponding to each
lecture).
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Problem Sheets The problem sheets are the core of the module. The lectures/lecture notes/videos
should be seen as preparation for the weekly problem sheet. The Problem Sheets consist of 4 sec-
tions: (i) Problem Class; (ii) Tutorial; (iii) Homework; (iv) Additional Problems.

Problem Classes In the problem classes I will solve the problems on the “problem class” section
of the Problem Sheets. This serves as a transition between the theory presented in the lectures and
you grappling with problems yourself in the tutorial/homework.

Panopto Lectures and Problem Classes will be recorded using Panopto.

Tutorials The “tutorial questions” on the Problem Sheet will be dealt with in the tutorial. Differ-
ent tutors will use different tutorial styles, but the idea is for this to be somewhat in between the
problem class (where you watch the problems being solved) and the homework (where you solve
the problems by yourself).

Homework The “homework questions” on the Problem Sheet are important for testing your un-
derstanding and for getting feedback from your tutor.

Additional Problems The Problem Sheets also contain a section with (optional) “additional
problems”. These typically connect the material in this module to other (past or future) modules.
Questions on the exam will not assume that you have done any of these additional problems.

Utilizing the resources

The minimum

As you can see, there are lots of resources available. Probably the minimum you should do is the
following:

• Depending on your preference; do one of the following:

(i) Go to the lectures;

(ii) Watch the videos;

(iii) Watch the Panopto recording of the lectures;

(iv) Read the relevant chapters in the lecture notes.

• Go to the Problem Class (or watch the Panopto recording);

• Go to the tutorial;

• Do the homework and hand it in; carefully consider feedback given by your tutor on your
solutions.

The maximum

• Watch the relevant video as preparation before the lecture;
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• Go to the lecture;

• Consult the lecture notes to clear up any issues which arose in the lecture; use Panopto to
re-watch relevant parts of the lecture.

• Attempt the Problem Class questions on the Problem Sheet as preparation before the problem
class;

• Go to the problem class;

• Consult the problem class solutions (available in pdf on the module website) to clear up any
issues which arose in the problem class; use Panopto to re-watch relevant parts of the problem
class;

• Attempt the Tutorial questions on the Problem Sheet as preparation before the tutorial;

• Go to the tutorial;

• Consult the tutorial solutions (available in pdf on the module website) to clear up any issues
which arose in the tutorial;

• Do the Homework questions on the Problem Sheet and hand them in.

• Consult the Homework solutions (available in pdf on the module website) in conjunction with
the feedback given to you by your tutor.
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